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I was honored to be asked to write something for Winterfest.  So many things come to 
mind. I was 17 when the show started. I was having a rough time as a freshman in 
college, certainly no access to a television and no idea that a new show was coming on 
the air.  I was having enough of a rough time to already come home for the weekend; 
less than a month after college started. I was home on Friday September 25th, 1987 
when my father came to me and said come look at the television. "There's a big 
pussycat on tv." Eventually I came into the tv room and truly I was scared when I saw 
Vincent the first time. (We had a giant screen tv, long before they were common 
place).  My fear quickly changed to another emotion, and if after 36 years you are still 
interested in the show, well you know the other emotions.   
 
What could I write about?  Could I explain that I only got a computer because I wanted 
to read about BATB on the brand new thing called the internet?  Could I tell you that I 
only learned cross stitch and needlepoint because my BATB friends could do it and I 
wanted to do those wonderful fan made patterns for myself?  How I treasure my 
autographed piano music book signed by Lee Holdrige, and learned the theme song as 
soon as I started taking piano lessons in 2016? How about how I have gotten to travel 
across the USA only because of BATB.  And most importantly, the friends I made from 
all across the country. I suspect many people could tell the same stories.   
 
But I decided to write about writer/producer George R.R. Martin (henceforth to be 
written GRRM)  I was in line at a Creation Convention in early 1987. The autograph line 
for the Trek actors as well as BATB actor David Greenlee was so long that I made a 
new friend, Donna. Donna gave me a flyer for a local SF convention that was featuring 
guest of honor, GRRM.  I was delighted.  Later that year I did get to meet him. It was 
November 1987.  As I stood in line I had my BATB fan club newsletter for him to 
autograph (eventually over 20 people from the show would sign the cover of it).  When I 
got up to him in line he asked me my name. I promptly said Rebecca and he said, "We 
are introducing a new character named Rebecca next year."  For 17 year old me I felt 
like a celebrity. People looked at me like I was special. I felt special.  And sure enough, 
Rebecca the Candlemaker appeared early in 1988.  In 1996 one of the Rebecca 
costumes came up for auction at the yearly convention.  It was more than I was willing 
to pay at the time. It killed me to see it go to someone else.  Years later, I was contacted 
out of the blue by someone I had known for a long time. She had a different Rebecca 
costume, and she was downsizing her home, would I like to buy it?  Yes, yes I would.  I 
treasure it. It was so lovely after all these years to have a piece of the show and of this 
character. I wore it once to a con, and I lent it to someone to wear as well, and that 
made me even happier.   
 
Years and years go by, and now it's 1999. GRRM is asked to be a guest speaker at our 
local SF group. Several people from BATB fandom trek all the way out to Philadelphia 
for the weekend.  It is a very big weekend for me.  He talks to our group Friday, we all 



go out to dinner Saturday night,  and  then Sunday GRRM and his then girlfriend (and 
now wife) come to my parents home for Sunday brunch, and then all the assembled 
BATB fans join in as we  him to the Brandywine Museum, and then onto Longwood 
Gardens.   
 
As the years go by, he becomes more and more famous, not for BATB, but for Game 
of  Thrones.  It is now 2013 and I travel about three hours south to Capclave 
Convention near DC.  GRRM is making a rare guest appearance on the east 
coast.  This is a small literary convention. No art show, no costumes, no masquerade, 
no banquet, etc.   
The Saturday night entertainment was George and two other guests sitting on stage 
talking about their lives, SF, and just talking about like old friends.  I doubt I ever 
laughed as much ever as we listened to them talk.  It was magical.  We were told not to 
record them, but thankfully I know people who did.  They all knew each other for 
decades and told wonderful stories from the old days of fandom.  How GRRM met his 
future wife for the first time in a co-ed naked hot tub, how lamenting that there are no 
good hotel room parties anymore at cons (yes there are George, he was reminded, we 
just don't get invited to them anymore.) I still remember hearing one of them say that 
when they first got together decades ago they would talk about current events and SF, 
etc. Now when they get together they talk about their doctor appointments and which 
medicines they are on.   
 
By Saturday night though the sold out convention of 800 fans was really wearing on 
George.  The autograph line was insanely long. I think I was nearly the 800th person in 
the line. Each person  had stacks and stacks of books, all GoT for him to sign. I strongly 
suspect many of them were eventually put up for sale, they weren't even something to 
be treasured by a fan. It was like a business transaction. While waiting in line we were 
told, NO PHOTOGRAPHS, NO PERSONALIZATIONS, NO ASKING QUESTIONS. You 
get the idea.  I watched him sign his name over and over again like a robot. He was not 
having fun.  In fact, it was painful watching him be so unhappy.   
 
Then it was my turn. I had never seen a single episode of GoT.  My only connection to 
GoT was a gorgeous hardback cover of one of books that he had signed for me long 
ago. "To Rebecca, Thank you for the lovely brunch."  This time, I had my gorgeous NYC 
subway poster of BATB that was lovingly stolen for me.  Yes, stolen just for me.  "Talk a 
Walk on the Wildside", with all of Vincent's long flowing hair.  It was a very popular 
poster to steal. I still have an article written about the stolen posters. (Wiseguy ones 
were also popular to steal)  As I approached GRRM, wow he totally changed. His whole 
face lit up. He was so happy to see a BATB fan.  All the rules went out the window.  We 
talked for a few minutes, he posed for photos with me, and he signed my poster, "To 
Rebecca, Beast Wishes."  He asked me what I thought of the remake of BATB that was 
on at the time. FYI- he hated it.  His wife, Paris, excitedly told me that she  also  had the 
same exact poster.  Like she was happy to talk to someone about it, too.  People took 
photos of my poster, people chased me down the hallway wanting to talk to me about 
him.  I knew that he loved the show even after all this time.   
 



And if the BATB magic of that wasn't enough-- somehow I won a golden ticket, one of 
ten, to have coffee with him the next morning.   But that's a story for another 
day.  Maybe Narcissa had a hand in making sure my ticket was picked.   
 
When I think of how BATB is woven through my life, it is really a blessing like no 
other.  Sure, I have enjoyed other tv shows, even involved in other fandoms, but nothing 
as life changing as this one.  Who knows, maybe I will cross paths with GRRM one 
more time.  I met him as a teenager, then as a  young adult, then in mid life.  Perhaps 
we will meet one more time, now both of us heading to the last part of our lives. It would 
seem fitting, and honestly I look forward to it.   
 


